Dear Parents & Guardians of the CDSD:

The Central Dauphin School District has partnered with WITF (our local PBS TV station) to bring content over-the-air to supplement our Language Arts, Mathematics and Science curriculum for Kindergarten through 12th grades.

WITF will broadcast this programming over WITF and WITFK PBS KIDS 24/7. The following parent resource link: https://www.witf.org/families-and-children/school-district-curriculums/ will provide CDSD families with a guide for when these supplemental “Big Ideas” will air on TV and radio programming.

Additionally, Language Arts, Mathematics, and Science teachers will have the links posted in their Canvas or Google Classrooms.

Here’s how to watch WITF:

Over the air
• WITF broadcasts at channel 33.1 from the broadcasting tower on top of Blue Mountain north of the city of Harrisburg.
• WITFK is available on 33.2. This additional program feed offers PBS Kids programming 24/7 (link to PBS Kids 24/7 Program Schedule or information page).
• WITF also broadcast at channel 33.3 in the city of Chambersburg serving the neighboring communities.
• WITFK is available on 33.4. This additional program feed offers PBS Kids programming 24/7 (link to PBS Kids 24/7 Program Schedule or information page).

Cable and FIOS (Channel positions on cable systems may change without notice.)
HD feeds of WITF unless otherwise noted:
• FIOS channel 503
• Comcast channel 803
• Positions vary per community for the SD channel (usually between 3 and 33)
• Armstrong (Fawn Grove) SD channel 7
• Windstream (Lewisburg) SD channel 10
• Blue Ridge channel 606
• Kuhn Communications channel 174

Satellite
• DirecTV channel 33
• Dish TV channel 9021
• WITFK (PBS Kids 24/7) is not available through satellite providers

Streaming
• WITF is available via the subscription service YouTubeTV. On-demand streaming is available for many programs on WITF via the PBS Video App and through our website.
• WITFK (PBS Kids 24/7) is available to be streamed for free via the PBS Kids Video app and through our website.

We are pleased to partner with WITF to bring this valuable resource to our families.